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About This Game

Battle For Landriel is an RTS without the direct control of the units. The game events take place during the countless invasions
of the armies of orcs and goblins, the dead and other evil things. The responsibility to construct the base lies on the shoulders of

the young commander, including the gathering of resources, as well as helping the warriors in battle with the spells. At first
sight, everything is quite simple, but do not be fooled. The countless Orcs go through the obelisks into our world, and a tactical
approach required for the victory. At the end of each level, there will be a vast upgrade window for you, which is much help in

the fight against the invaders.

Upgrade the skills, monitor the resources and drive the Orcs back into their world. The key to victory is a carefully considered
and designed strategy! Only then you can save the blooming lands of Landriel!
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simple and minimal to play but so fun lol. When I saw that Steam had this game I was overcome with acute nostalgia for my
childhood days. I spent so many afternoons playing this after school and it brings back wonderful memories.

The game is pretty straight forward. Just match the word to the picture that is hidden somewhere and there are bonus little
monsters roaming about. The controls are easy to learn and it is a great way for children to start learning simple words and
perhaps it may encourage them to read, which it did for me. There are many different environments in the game and all are
bright, colourful and easy to navigate.

The price is low and well worth it, even if it's just for nostalgic reasons :). Not really feeling the game. The controls are pretty
bad, and trying to fight against the controls is not something I want to do right now.. RPG, rouge like, fun, swords, 8-bit, Notch,
this game has it all. just like grand theft auto. They should give this game a remastered version and fix controller support then it
would be an amazing AG racing game it is good already but can feel a bit slow on some tracks a few texture improvements here
and their full gamepad support and a speed increase and it would be a truly great game... You control Clara, a girl admitted in an
hospital due to her delusions, you'll soon break out and set out to find a cure for, well, the player actually: that's cause you're
actually controlling her, you're the voice inside her head and are able to move her body and influence her actions.
What follows is a slightly interactive game that tackles the themes of human relationships, mental illness and game design in
equal part and isn't afraid to break the fourth wall in doing so.

PROS:

-great soundtrack

-engaging story backed by a truly good narrative

-manages to craft a surreal and somewhat disturbing atmosphere

-Clara is a very well written character with a distinct personality and believable reactions

-uses its 4th wall breaks very well

NEUTRAL:

-no real gameplay apart from moving around and interacting with objects\/ characters (but then it's clearly

explained in the Store page), this is basically a slightly interactive story

CONS:

-areas feel a bit too big and walking around can get trite at times

-the other supporting characters are quite lacking in depth, it's difficult to care about any of them (even when Clara
does)

-unimpressive graphics even for an RPGMaker game

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=660889975

199x is extremely simple as games go, you basically just move around and interact with a few objects or people to propel the
story forward. But the story and narrative more than make up for the barebones gameplay as they're truly good: the plot is
slowly revealed as days go by and you find out more about Clara, her past and what's happening to the city. The whole thing
seamlessly goes from disturbing to surreal to funny without breaking a sweat and it expertly breaks the 4th wall whenever
necessary. Clara is also a very interesting character, has a good depth and is hard not to get attached to her as you play the game.
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As good as Clara is it's a shame that the other characters you meet are pretty lacking in depth, even those that are supposed to be
important in the story: a bit more interaction would have gone a long way in helping the player get attached to them and care
about their fate as much as Clara does. The walking around can also get a bit dull as the few areas you travel through feel a bit
too huge and, as far as I know, there's no quick walk button.

If you're ok with a game that is just interested in telling you a story then 199x comes fully recommended: there's something in
Clara, her narrative and the subjects the game addresses that can easily leave a mark.
. With last update game is not bad.Graphic is better than before.and there is people on servers
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Refunded today...based on my comparison with The Golf Club VR....I was looking for Golf Simulation...this is arcade golf with
pretty pictures...If you want to play golf simulation...Golf Club VR is the one to play... For a game that starts with "We really
want to emphasize that this is in Korea" it did little achieve that beyond names. Unskippable club video in the middle was more
annoying than anything else. No development of characters to make me (or even the protagonist) fall in love with them.. Best
game 2017 bounced on my boys\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to these graphic for hours. This game is the only thing
that I can play on my cheap stolen school computer.. Meh. Not terrible, it just doesn't make much of what it's got. The puzzle
system can be interesting, but not amazing. It just doesn't have as much to offer as you'd hope for.. It was okay for an early
acess but I would need more to keep this in my libray then just a multiplayer mode and a storyless singleplayer mode.. Well if I
can give this review a mixed, I\u2019d like to. There are actually not nesscairly a performance increase. But instead it made the
FPS unstable. I normally get 30 max 24 FPS low in 530x768 in r6 siege, but after launching the cpu cores it turned to be 12 FPS
low, 36 FPS max.

Specs I5 4258u
  8GB LPDDR3
  intel iris 5100

Haven\u2019t tested other games but I\u2019ll do an update.. Outstanding - top-notch physics and graphics, great selection of
cars and tracks (plus many more added by the community), I prefer it to rFactor but it sadly isn't be used by many NZ racing
leagues so I haven't played it lately...9\/10. Great good old game.
stands the test of time for me.
i played through this game as a kid, bought it back on steam coz i wanted to try it again.
havent played it much yet, but hey, its fairly cheap.
defo worth the money.. This dlc was both a colossal waste of my time, and money. I bought it on sale for $3.19 and I STILL feel
like I overpaid.

It feels like a last-minute retcon to the main story for people that liked Moira, and felt she didn't get a "satisfying" ending. The
thing is, this DLC hardly has a story, at all. If anything, it's more about the old man, than her.

People in the reviews are saying it's "wave-based", which in my experience is not entirely true. Virtually every section of this
game is "kill x amount of enemies with a brief pause halfway through". That's not really wave-based.

Both the beggining and ending of this DLC barely tells any kind of story, and leaves open a bunch of plot holes that never get
filled or explained. It is difficult to explain without spoilers, but let me just put it this way: this DLC contains almost no story
elements whatsoever, and is basically here to retcon Moira's original ending for people that liked her.

They try to do the Tomb Raider 2015 thing and try to have Moira transform from a helpless girl to a survivalist woman to be
respected, but that never really happens, at least, not from a story perspective.

Honestly, don't bother. This DLC is so small and brief that it's almost completely irrelevent and should have been included in
the main bundle. Don't be an idiot like me and give CAPCOM your money; they really don't deserve it.
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